Dear Sir or Madam,

please read carefully the following text. We refer to the publication of your Patent application. Application Number: "Publication Number:" Publication Date: " in the public Patent notes. We offer the registration of your Patent application on the basis of our own data records in our private database which appears on the World Wide Web. The entry includes all the data concerning your Patent application listed beside and your company referring data. The publishing serves the constantly increasing demand of information, particularly with regard to your competitors and business partners and forms the basis of our offer. The offer will be accepted with the payment of the amount. Please notice, that the IPTR International Patent and Trademark Register is not associated with any official organisation and we don’t have any business relationship yet. This offer for registration is not an invoice. You are under no obligation to pay the amount unless you accept this offer. In case of acceptance by payment, the offer becomes a legally binding contract for one year between you and the European Patent and Trademark Register. The Terms and Conditions cited overleaf are the basis of this contract and are considered as accepted with payment. The international Patent and Trademark Register thanks you for your attention.

Regards,

Position | Subject | Currency | Amount
---|---|---|---
001 | Registration charge | EUR | 1.675,00
002 | Extra Charge | EUR | 0,00
003 | Total amount | EUR | 1.675,00

On acceptance please pay the total amount of EUR 1.675,00 within 10 days by cheque or wire transfer.

**Payment by cheque:**

- **Total amount:** EUR 1.675,00
- **Beneficiary:** IPTR International Patent and Trademark Register
- **Address:** PO Box 26 84 13 90129 NÜRNBERG GERMANY

**Payment by wire transfer:**

- **Total amount:** EUR 1.675,00
- **Beneficiary:** IPTR International Patent and Trademark Register
- **Bank Name:** DEUTSCHE BANK AG
- **Bank Address:** Bayreuther Str. 18, D-90489 NÜRNBERG
- **Bank Code:** 75070024
- **Account No:** 06537333
- **IBAN:** DE41 7607 0024 0065 3733 00
- **BIC (SWIFT-CODE):** DEUTDEDB760

Note: Please always quote the reference number. EU members also the VAT (value added tax) ID number.